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How could humans pair bond when our sexual urges are always 'on?'Ever wonder why 30 kids
will sit in a chair and obey the teacher all day, the exact opposite of a room full of monkeys?If
early man hunted big game on the plains for four million years, why do we get gout if we eat too
much red meat?Why do we walk on two legs when even squirrels can run faster than us? Why
did we choose a slower method of locomotion than baboons–or heck, every ape, who can
outrun us on all fours?Why do we have ear wax that must be rinsed out with water or else it will
build up until we’re deaf?Why did our ancestors built burial mounds--it wasn't to send a message
to aliens!From the conditions that make genetic change occur in an eyeblink to building houses
beginning 12,000 years ago, our path from instinct to intelligence has been an interplay of
fortuitous timing and horrible weather. This easy to read, illustrated book connects the dots of
archaeological research, genetics and biology to outline the path a small ape took from tree-
dwelling in the tropics to advanced education in brick-built colleges in only five million
years.What inducement is there for ‘thinking’ to replace instinct, which is merely genetically-
memorialized intelligence? Intelligence isn’t an absolute, but is on a continuum from instinct to
total discretion based on the survival necessity of pondering the options. This book shows the
conditions under which instinct fails, causing thought, i.e. intelligence, to bloom. Not just in
humans, but in every species. Which makes it an absolute, proving how intelligent life could
occur on any planet and any life form, under specific, albeit awful, circumstances.How did
humans become intelligent? The answer lies in the nose on your face.

"Have you been looking for an engaging way to increase student achievement in reading, while
increasing parental involvement at your school? Well, look no further. Darcy Hutchins, Marsha
Greenfeld, and Joyce Epstein have created the perfect resource. Their book is full of detailed
literacy activities designed to get parents involved and improve literacy among our students."--
Michelle Shipley,Principal, Painted Stone Elementary, Shelbyville, KY"The authors have
carefully prepared a resource that will help busy schools plan enjoyable family events that can
be a learning experience for all. I love the CCSS links and the activity pages for teachers/
planners and families/participants. The pages in Spanish are a wonderful addition and make it
easier for planners to plan and Spanish-speaking families to participate. I can't wait to use this
book!"--Jacqueline Tostado, Literacy Coach, Paul Revere Intermediate School, Blue Island, IL--
This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorDarcy J. Hutchins, Ph.D.,is the Family
Partnership Director for the Colorado Department of Education (CDE). She provides support to
districts to increase family engagement, with attention to parent participation on school and
district accountability committees.Marsha D. Greenfeld, Senior Program Facilitator at the
National Network of Partnership Schools (NNPS), provides professional development to help



leaders implement, improve, and sustain goal-linked programs of family and community
involvement.Joyce L. Epstein, Ph.D., is founder and director of NNPS at Johns Hopkins
University. Dr. Epstein has over 100 publications on the nature and effects of family and
community involvement.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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How HumansBecame IntelligentWhen did it start,Why did it happen,What else changed,
andWho are we now.A CURRENT TECH PUBLICATIONHow Humans Became
IntelligentLynnette HartwigCopyright © 2017 by Lynnette Hartwig. All rights reserved.No part of
this book may be reproduced, without permission by the Author.Reviewers may quote short
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Permissions Dept., 12018 Quito Rd. Richmond VA 23112-3771or by email to
Lyn8nn@gmail.com.Library of Congress Cataloging in Publication DataHow Humans Became
Intelligent / Hartwig, Lynnettep. cm.Includes bibliographical references and index1. Evolution-
History. 2. Human EvolutionI. Title576.8   2017906878Printed in the United States of America20
19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4Limit of Liability/Disclaimer of Warranty: While the
author has devoted many years to the acquisition of this information, there are no
representations or warranties with respect to the infallibility of advice or fitness for a particular
purpose. Neither the author nor anyone involved with the publishing and distribution of this book
shall be liable for any loss or damage.This publication is designed to provide interesting and
authoritative information in regard to the subject matter covered. It is sold with the understanding
that the author is not engaged in rendering legal, medical, financial planning or other
professional service. If expert assistance is required, seek the services of a competent
professional.This book is dedicatedto my son, Chapin, whom I lovemost in the whole world,and
who is paying it forward.ContentsForewordThe PointThinking Without a BrainThe Nature of
NatureEyeblinkPermutation & PerfectionNative GeneticsSurvival & ExtinctionThe Language
InventorsThe Water MonkeyThe Stopgap MeasureA New Look at Other ThingsWeather
ForecastingFatherhoodGriefLast ChapterBiblographyIndexForewordI hate Forewords and
Introductions in books. I’ve read less than 5% of them. Sometimes, if I particularly like the book
when I’m done, I go back and read the Foreword. After that, I like the book a bit less.They’re like
eating a big spoonful of butterscotch ice cream topping; I thought it would be tasty when I
started, but now I’m just working through it and hoping it ends soon. I hope my foreword is
different.Have you ever driven on the freeway for a long time and believe you’re almost there
when the green sign looming overhead mentions a city, two miles ahead, that is 100 miles to the
side of your destination? I have.Have you ever hiked on a trail for many hours, then it slowly
dawns on you that walking in this direction, as you have been for over an hour, is actually taking
you farther away from where the trail you thought you were on should end? I have.Once the
thought dawns, suddenly memory produces a flood of other signs that should have registered,
should have clued me to turn around way back then.This is one of the truly crummy feelings in
the world. Missed the turn. Missed eight other things that any half-thinking human being should
have noticed an hour ago. Can’t just shortcut sideways. Must go all the way back and then go
forward in the right direction. No rest in the near future, only more work. The extra work is nothing
compared to the shame of having messed up. If there are other people in the car or hiking party,



it’s either angry words or tense silence, right? You are mad at yourself as if the ‘you’ that made
the mistake was a different person.There are actually people who can’t take it. They keep driving
or walking in the wrong direction, refusing to backtrack. Their every fiber rebels: this HAS to be
the way because I’m too experienced and too smart to have made such a colossal mistake. Not
a tiny mistake with a ten minute loop-back, but half the day, with all kinds of other signs
appearing every few minutes that should have alerted anyone. As the other people in the car or
hiking party come to a consensus that this is the wrong way, Mr. Expert continues to
persist.Ironically, the oldest, most experienced and knowledgeable will be the last to change
course.It takes intelligence combined with bravery to turn 180° around and fix it without going a
step farther in the wrong direction. Most people go a little bit longer, slow down, then freeze in
their tracks for a minute or two ‘to think.’ Meaning to adapt to the new reality. The new reality
being “I missed lots of signs, I’m not as observant as I thought I was, I didn’t question myself at
all, and now I can’t hide. I have no excuse. My party knows it, and the people at the destination
will see our late arrival and know it.”But guess what. We’re human. Your friends will go hiking with
you again. The family will get in the car and let you drive. It’s crummy, like dropping the bleach
bottle in the kitchen and the dog runs through the mess. That white paw print on the rug
becomes a memento. Part of your life. Not wrecked, but more.If you don’t yell or behave badly,
we’ll all laugh about it in just a few months. If you do behave badly, then it will take a few years
before the others forgive you and see the humor.Your choice.The PointThe point of a book is like
the score of a ballgame. It’s whatever one might say if asked what the book is about. Here are
the conclusions up front. If you prefer to have the conclusions evolve like watching the whole
game before finding out the score, then just skip to the next chapter.Spoiler alert.Evolution is of
two types, forward-changing and back-reactivation. Forward-changing takes time, but back-
reacti-vation is done in a handful of generations. Life today is the result of choices made by
instinct, by ‘thought’ that is not thinking with a brain, but very powerful thinking all the same. This
‘thinking’ can perform complex statistical calculations in less time than our most powerful
computers, and do it in a space not even half the size of a fruit fly’s brain. Because this immense
thinking capability fits into a tiny spot, nature prefers instinct over brains.The environment does
not demand adaptation. It does not cause genetic change. It is only the judge and jury after the
fact, after a species tried something out. Therefore, the large majority of species variation we
see today wasn’t necessary for survival, it simply did not compromise survival very much. Nature
loves the messy bird.In nature, what’s bad is good and what’s good is bad. Nearly all life on
Earth has incorporated the worst that happens, whether storms, fire, or bugs feeding on them,
into good-for-me strategies. Most life on Earth is accustomed to several-hundred-year cycles.
We see only a snapshot so define species by what we see. Most species will employ instinctive
[and new to us] responses when other conditions arise.Species in transition from one food
source to another or from one environment to another can, if the change is challenging enough,
develop a bit more intelligence to compensate for its previous instinct not working under the new
conditions.Changes related to brains and intelligence are done by ‘more’ or ‘increase’



commands applied to whatever brain the creature already has. Yet even after all these millions of
years of life, less than 1% of life by weight has non-instinct thinking capability. It’s not nature’s
first choice, and definitely not a goal.Humans don’t just use language, we all invent language.
We enjoy altering language. How our throats work had to change to enable speech.We are the
water monkey. Everything about us indicates we left the trees to begin swimming. Our bodies,
ears, hands, feet, and digestive system became adapted to deep-water hunting with spears and
nets. We lost our hair because we swam. Our fingers became dexterous because we made rope,
then nets, to fish. Like most land mammals that spend half their day swimming, our legs moved
backward to align with the spine, making it easier for us to stand upright on land. Our feet
became flippers. We used to have webbing between our fingers and toes, but very recently it
was suppressed.We had too many major life changes. First from trees to shore, then from
vegetarian to fish-eating, then to droughts and ice ages. After the first bump in intelligence, we
now had an ‘increase intelligence’ command in our recent past. It was activated one too many
times.We are nuts about weather. Fatherhood used to be more certain. Medicine has taken a
funny bounce, one we must return to sensibleness. Men are too obedient for today’s world.See
the Future. We must use our intelligence to stop the collision course we propel towards to our
obvious fate.Thinking Without a BrainWater LiliesArtfully, the leaves and flowers of a water lily
lay atop the water, lazily floating without effort at the plane where water and air meet. To survive,
the water lily must have standing water not too deep, not too shallow, not too fast-flowing, not too
shady, not too cold, not too salty . . . the environment must meet all of their not-toos, but in the
sliver of environment that remains, water lilies have bloomed and thrived for 30 million summers
all around the world.When water lilies grow, their height is not predeter-mined; nothing in their
nature says to grow only six inches and then bloom, or another variety permitted to grow only
eighteen inches and stop, or a third variety to sprout up six feet and then stop. Nature’s code is
more elegant than that. Genetically, each plant knows to keep its leaf in a tight coil while growing
upward until it hits the light, the air. Once it feels that, the leaf is unfurled. It has no set distance to
grow. Two neighboring lilies can float identically, but one is rooted in a fallen tree trunk and one in
a depression so the length of their stems vary three feet in length despite being exactly the same
age.Stem length of a water lily tells you nothing about its age. The height of a pine tree does. A
pine tree would no more decide to grow several feet in two months like a water lily than a water
lily would decide to grow only nine inches this year like the pine. This seems very obvious and
plain, but it is actually pure genius. What a plant or animal cannot do after ten million years of
evolution is as much a genetic choice as what it does do.After sending up a few of the energy-
collecting leaves and ascertaining that it is safe, the lily sends up a flower shoot.Pink lily
patch.The water lily thrives best with other same-species lily plants in the vicinity. The lily
fertilizes its seeds by attracting flying creatures to its flower, the specially-created enticement the
plant loads with sweet stuff for the flying creatures. It’s even more attractive when the single trip
provides several flowers in a tight group. A lily doesn’t ‘know’ flying creatures are up there. The
plant has no capacity to think about what to do if no flying things come, or work itself into a better



location, or decide when to spread flowers and when to fold up.The genetic code takes care of
those things. A lily behaves in a very sen-sible, conservative manner to continue its life and
reproduce, but not by thinking. It is all encoded, foreordained before the lily seed takes root. The
plant’s plan includes strategies for both the individual lily and lilies as a group, a lily patch.Each
water lily has built-in options for dealing with environmental issues before those events occur,
even if they are happening for the first time in a dozen years. Every lily has triggers it can evoke if
the water is shallow, is deep, or dries up near the end of summer, even if its particular patch
hasn’t seen any of those in six generations. Part of the normal genetic plan is to grow until it
reaches sunlight, then spread its furled leaves. Once it reaches light, instead of being content
with the straight vertical of its stem, it continues to grow a few more inches, causing the leaf to
slide sideways so it does not rest exactly above the root ball. A smart plant knows it will need
some safety slack. The water level of the lake can rise or fall by several inches yet the lily
effortlessly retains a position atop the water. If levels rise more than that, the plant has some time
to kick into high gear to grow more stem.Every pond, lake, sea and ocean is a wide-mouthed
bowl in the dirt. Like every wide-mouth bowl, each additional inch of water level height in the
bowl contains almost twice the volume than an inch-high slice of water a foot lower.Over millions
of years and just as many instances, water lilies figured out the rule that we humans figure out
with math, and this grasp of physics has been hard-wired into the plant’s DNA. When the lake
level rises, the plant is cognizant of the increase in verticalness of its stem and starts growing
more stem. A water lily doesn’t need the ability to grow two inches of stem in two hours; it knows
each additional inch of lake water height comes at the price of a great deal more water than the
previous inch. Growing an inch every six hours will serve the purpose.In that nifty way of genetic-
think, this is sublime; it prevents the plant from growing huge amounts of extra stem at every
transient occurrence of higher water level, such as a huge rainstorm that causes lake levels to
rise quickly but recede a few inches four hours later. Water lilies adapt to rising water levels only
if they continue increasing over several hours.White Lily patch, calming the ripples.The enemies
of water lilies are waves and choppy water, which can uproot them, since their leaves and
flowers have evolved to be buoyant. In a mind-blowing devotion to self-interest—and so typical
of nature that we think of it as obvious or inevitable—the water lily loves to hang with other water
lilies, and the lily patch covers its corner of the world thoroughly with big wide leaves. Under this
patch are dozens of flexible, somewhat-vertical stems. Both these vertical rods and the, let’s call
it a blanket on top of the water, serve to dampen waves and choppiness.To add to the amazing
cleverness of it, the plants on the perimeter obviously catch the full brunt of whatever surface
action is going on in the lake, and sometimes they are uprooted and carried away. But that’s a
good thing, because unlike seeds, this is a hale and hearty full-grown plant that might get stuck
on some bump along the way, reroot, and start a new colony.The worst thing that could happen
to an individual plant with the unlucky location on the perimeter of a lily patch is also a better way
for the species to propagate by taking advantage of hurricanes, tornados, monsoons and other
horrible weather to get to distant lakes and streams.The water lily is proof that like much in



nature, what’s bad is good and often, what appears good is bad. Without insects that feed upon
it, floods and hurricanes, the water lily would not spread as successfully as it does to new
environments. It has taken all the bad in its world and converted it to good-for-me. Water lilies
didn’t get to choose how to pollinate or what kind of weather to have; they took the toughest
circumstances that came their way and devised strategies to make those a positive. More
importantly, the water lily did it without thinking. Meaning without having a brain and puzzling it
out.It happened via another kind of thinking. The kind of thinking nature prefers: we call it
instinct, or genetic programming. It is a hard-wired response each lily ‘knows’ and will evoke,
even if the circumstances are new to this particular plant. It’s in the DNA. Plants don’t need to
‘think’ to initiate quite complex survival strategies. They don’t have to learn from older plants. It
simply happens.If the way water lilies group, reproduce, and calm the waters seem obvious to
you and you can’t imagine another way, consider if a rose bush adopted any strategy of a water
lily, or a water lily of a rose bush; would it be helpful? If not, how does it know? Why did it pick
this set of options and ignore hundreds of others? These plants have made many choices along
the way. A water lily could do many things via ‘genetic thinking’ after 30 million years, including
all the options of a pine tree or a rose bush, of seaweed and grass; it chose a few dozen key
behaviors based on the information it had about its environment. It filled a niche it perceived was
open–without thinking, without conscious planning–and in different lakes across the world
expands into all the varieties that aren’t a detriment to survival, such as displaying a range of
color, amount of petals, and size of leaf, variation that doesn’t amount to significant reproductive
advantage. There appears to be variety simply because it doesn’t reduce reproductive success,
not because it improves it.If genetic thinking is such a crude tool, a heavy hammer, a blind
master, how do we explain the hundreds of varieties of water lily? How do we explain that in the
same environment there may be flowers with a variety of colors and no specific color has a big
advantage? Does instinct try different things just to see if they work? Does it try different things
merely to keep the ability to change as a tool in the toolbox, in case it’s needed one day?Vital
Spark. VS. This book will talk about living things from beginning to end. As a shorthand, living
things will be defined as those which embody a Vital Spark. Not simply a vital spark within itself,
but a vital spark that can be passed along, sent forward in time to entities that become clearly
not the original organism anymore. This includes one-celled creatures, multi-celled creatures,
cells that band together in brotherhood so all may survive, insects, plants, reptiles, animals and
all things with features in two of those camps.[1] All entities with a Vital Spark shall be called VS
in this book, to save a little ink.Instinct, i.e. genetic thinking, works via a system that has no need
to see the future because it knows the past. Not only the past several generations, but long into
the past, back when the VS wasn’t what it is today. Every single VS adapted, then adapted
again, and then again. This isn’t an educated guess. Sixty six million years ago Earth saw up to
75% of species die off in a cataclysmic event called the K-Pg extinction. This is when all the
dinosaurs, except birds, died off.A huge percentage of the remaining 25% were one-celled VS.
There are few VS of a size visible to the naked eye that have remained similar-looking and



functioning since then. Changing just to try things out, possibly find a better niche, is the primary
logical response after a cataclysmic event changes the environment drastically. All of today’s
species have that tool, change-just-to-check-it-out, in their genetic toolbox. The ones that didn’t
are in the 75% that didn’t make it.Species are capable of change for change’s sake. Darwin had
it a little wrong; he thought species changed in response to conditions. What we see, however, is
that species change constantly and all the time. For ‘just in case’ the environment changes or
there’s a food source not being exploited.In that light, sexual reproduction could be viewed as a
means to pull mutating individuals back into the fold. It’s a damper upon genetic drift, not a
helper. Sexual reproduction is nature’s solution to the tendency of every VS to become different
than its distant ancestors in tandem with all the other VS. When a VS has, in rough estimation,
40 random mutations in 5000 generations to useful DNA (about 8% of mammal DNA is used,
the rest is dormant), changing favorite foods, size and shape, a VS could not develop an
instinctive knowledge of friend or foe, or of what’s safe to eat.Asexual reproduction is fine for one-
celled creatures, but when multi-celled VS began to form, nature had to devise the most simple,
fail-safe way to ensure a creature could know, by instinct, what its food supply was and
recognize it when it found it. This meant it had to be in the best interests of most species most of
the time to stay the same. Once they settle into a niche, they fill it for a million years or
more.Genetic variation is another matter. The longer a species has widely interbred within its
type, the wider the genetic variation within the species. This is so profound and universal that
scientists hang their hat on it. They have seen enough genes to create a chart of how fast in-
species diversity happens. Using this chart, they can pin a date on when a sub-species was
separated from the main group, or how long ago two similar but now not inclined-to-breed-
together-species diverged. In the near future we won’t need fossils to do this; it will be done by
examining the DNA of both VS. In fact, now that they know when a common ancestor was alive,
they can look for it and identify it when they find it. In practice what will happen is a fossil remain
found years ago and now sitting in a museum can be newly classified as the ancestor to today’s
species.When a small group of a long-time stable species becomes separated physically from
the main group, it changes. The food and weather can be identical. When birds can fly back and
forth to an island several miles off the coast, that island will not create a new sub-species
regardless of the size of the island. If that same island is 100 miles away, in time it absolutely
will.This smaller genetic pool means some recessive genes have a better chance of prevailing. It
means a trend that might have been developing in the main population becomes accelerated.
While there might be a large amount of variation in the main population in say, spotted fur or
feathers, by random chance half the individuals on the island may be prone to larger spots. In
500 generations they might evolve to have only large spots, or even a solid color. Not because
the environment needs that, but because the only difference it made to reproduction was in the
eye of the beholder, i.e. the opposite sex. Zebras became striped not because their environment
demanded it–there are several other hooved animals in the same environment that are not–but
because it did no harm and the ladies might have liked the stripes.All VS have genetic variation



before needing to adapt to anything. The change endures when the environment tolerates it. The
environment is never the cause of change; it is the judge and jury after the fact. The environment
does not whisper or hint ‘more pointy beak!’ or ‘pinker flower!’ or ‘bigger claws!’ The creature
itself must make the change for change’s sake, and after that, if it lives, it gets to reproduce. If it
simply makes no difference, it still gets to reproduce. If it does something outlandish like develop
yellow feet (duck) or a wattle (turkey) or goes bald (hippopotamus), but none of that harms
reproduction, it gets to continue.All of today’s species have genetic matter with thousands of
turned-off genes. Despite the appearance of permanence and a fossil record going back millions
of years, most species have it in them to change in profound ways at the drop of a hat.The
Nature of Nature"Propel, propel, propel your craft softly down liquid solution. Ecstatically,
ecstatically, ecstatically, ecstatically, existence is simply illusion."-- Fred Rogers, American
television host and producer, (1928-2003)The title of this chapter is the epitome of the problem
faced in writing this book: the difficulty of selecting words that convey the same meaning to
everyone when English words share so many meanings. It’s not ‘simply illusion.’ All of the data
and most of the thoughts in this book have been revealed in publications before. They were
buried in details about the process or worded so erudite that it slipped by most readers. Like Mr.
Rogers, I can write eruditely if I have a mind to. But I won’t.In the title above, the first ‘nature’
means tendency or inclination. Perhaps it implies ‘the type’ or ‘the temperament.’ The second
‘nature’ means wildlife and undomesticated plants. Many people include only plant life left to its
own devices; nature is not a mowed lawn. Other people encompass insect and animal life along
with plants. Still, nature is not a dog catching a Frisbee. Nature is one of those words whose
meaning is so much more than the dictionary states.To make it even more thorny, we are
inclined to use the word ‘nature’ for only land environments. We don’t conjure up visions of sea-
bottom life when we hear the word, but if asked we won’t deny that there’s nature in the water
too.Nature is a friendly word; we leave the city to ‘visit nature.’ My mom once complimented my
house by saying ‘there’s so much nature here.’ I knew what she meant.Nature has dark side,
though. When a hawk swoops down on a sparrow, we shrug, “That’s nature.” When a cheetah
takes down a wildebeest, that’s nature. When an ice storm fells some trees, that’s nature. When
termites burrow into the wood corner beam of our house, that’s nature–no wait, forget nature,
that’s a phone call to the exterminator. When our car gets a flat on the freeway … that’s not
nature. That has nothing to do with nature.I could have great fun with all the things that aren’t
nature, but the point is made: nature is what life on Earth does without human intervention, in
efforts to cope with the environment and its niche in the world. It is a force of give and take, of
wax and wane, of win and lose, of nice days and awful days. Nature is a unity beyond human
comprehension. Nature is a tree making shade for other living things when its intent is not kindly.
In following its greedy, light-hogging strategy it creates a hospitable environment for many plants
and animals that cannot survive without some shade in their lives, a home for creatures that
can’t thrive on the ground, and some place for little birds to nest.In Nature, the good is bad and
the bad is good.Example: One cold winter day I watched a bird eat the birdseed I’d poured in a



row atop the rail on my deck. The seed was clearly in sight and no competition was around, yet
the bird ate with quick, jerky dives of the beak. This caused some seeds close to the aimed-at
seed to skitter away, flying off the rail. Silently I chided, "Little bird, if you ate in a neat and calm
manner, you would be able to eat every seed. You would have better odds of surviving the
winter."Then it dawned on me. Nature doesn’t want any neat birds; nature wants messy birds. A
neat bird does its offspring no favors. Every seed flying sideways, whether on the rail or still
connected to a bush, has a chance of becoming a new plant that provides hundreds of times
more food in a few years than a single seed does today. Neat birds that ate every single seed
instead of only 85% of them would be extinct in twenty generations. Nature loves the messy
bird.Take the case of trees: if big trees grow unchecked by storms or fire, in time they cover
every inch of the sky. The plant and animal life below them diminishes to only those able to thrive
in full shade. No new trees can get a foothold on life without sun. In temperate climates the area
becomes a barren place under the trees, at least until an ice storm or fire takes them down and
allows a fresh start. Still, we consider trees ‘good’ and those natural wildfires to be ‘bad.’Are
forest fires bad for trees? Are they bad for the wildlife living in the woods? Around the 1920s
when hardware and technology gave Americans the wherewithal to squelch forest fires for the
first time in human history, we started doing that. We were saving the forest. We were saving the
critters that lived in the forest. We were certain this was the truth.What happens to a forest in the
US if there are no fires for 120 years? That question went unexplored. The assumption was ‘it
will be nice, just like now.’Turns out, it’s the opposite of nice. Trees grow taller and wider, blotting
out the light. The diversity of groundcover diminishes. The forest becomes mainly rotting-leaf
blanketed dirt with a fern here and there. Creature life diversity also reduces; as food supply
disappears there are fewer species of butterflies, birds and furry animals. Trees die and rot
where they stand. Animal life is dominated by rodents, and plant life by moss and lichen. New
trees cannot sprout. Berry bushes, wild grapes, flowers? Forget it. Harvesting the tallest trees
may have saved the forest twenty years prior, but the lack of sun and preponderance of moldy
logs has now made logging the remaining trees untenable, both for accessibility difficulties and
the lower quality wood in the still-living trees.The only thing that will fix this woods is a good fire.
Hard to believe, but true; fires are a necessary part of the cycle.An example of this is Yellowstone
National Park’s 1988 forest fire. While thousands of people made efforts to contain it and keep it
away from inhabited areas, in the end it was only rainstorms and then snow that extinguished it.
A common tree in Yellowstone, the slow-growing, long-lived lodgepole pine, has seeds that are
only opened by high heat. No fire, no new lodgepole pines. There are species of trees that shoot
up fast and provide some noontime shade in three or four years but die in forty. In the comfort of
that partial shade the slow-growing oaks, elms, maples, lodgepole and walnuts get their start.A
woods isn’t a static thing; it is a cycle. We see only part of the cycle during our lifetime. The
existence of oil and coal indicates this cycle has been going on for millions of years. It’s easy to
imagine the first fronds or shrubs emerging after a primordial forest fire getting stepped on by
passing wildlife, pushing them into the inches of muddy carbon dust, their leafy shape preserved



for millions of years until we dig up that coal.The Yellowstone experience gave us another
insight. Due to so many years of preventing forest fires, that fire was scary in its ferocity and
thoroughness. A forest fire occurring forty years after the last one has less dead matter lying
about for fuel. Green leafy life with good water content resists burning, so when those exist there
are splashes and pockets of surviving greenery days after the fire. In the normal course of
things, some trees in their prime will soldier on after the flames pass. Forests long beyond their
time for a fire are not so lucky. Every single tall tree is consumed.Fossil fern in coal found in
Morocco. Image from Wikipedia Commons.We had it all backwards. Our goal was to set aside
nature enclaves full of diverse plant life feeding a variety of bird and animal life. By preventing
routine forest fires we destroyed that very habitat for hundreds of species.Near my home in
Massachusetts[2] there is a nature path through the woods; in 2004, near the remnants of a
stone foundation that was a home until the early 1900s there was still a lilac bush, herb plants
and peony bushes where the garden had been. By 2015 they were gone, wiped out by lack of
sun and probably lack of bees no longer venturing that far into the barrenness anymore. The
path itself became impassable; town budget cuts eliminated the fellows with chainsaws clearing
the huge fallen tree trunks blocking the way. It isn’t a nice walk anymore; the plant life is mainly
ferns and moss punctuated by tree trunks with no branches below twenty feet. It’s spooky. All the
wildlife action is happening along the edges of the mowed areas of my subdivision. That’s where
the birds catch insects, the berry bushes grow, the bunnies hop, and the deer graze near sunset.
This ‘nature’ preserve wouldn’t support wildlife at all if we didn’t mow a strip twenty feet deep
from the road!The tale about forest fires makes several points about nature: one, human beliefs
can be based on a snapshot of a long cycle that we don’t understand. Two, we persist in
discounting the evidence of our own eyes for a very long time. In the case of ‘nature preserves,’
the very thing we believe we are preserving, we are destroying. Perhaps the woods are too close
to homes to start fires today, but it may be possible to log the bigger trees, thin it out to provide
more habitat over the next fifty years. Sorry for the digression; I can’t help but ponder a workable
solution even as I describe the problem.We categorize lightning, ice storms, and hurricanes as
interference with nature, damaging to nature. It is hard to wrap our minds around the fact that life
on Earth is so accustomed to ‘what happens’ on Earth that it has incorporated the ‘bad stuff’ into
being good for species even if bad for specific individual members of a species.Life on Earth has
adapted not only to seasonal variations, but to circumstances that an individual member of a
species may never see in their lifetime. Because it sounds so farfetched–for example, say I just
blurted out that forest fires are great for birds–the gut reaction is to snort. Yet it is easily proved
by empirical evidence: have there always been lightning fires? Yes. Is there any evidence that a
particular forest fire caused the end of a species? No. None. What does a forest look like twenty
years after a fire? Great! Teeming with life. Noisy with birds calling out. What does a 100-year-old
no-fire woods look like? Silent and moldy. That’s empirical enough.In fact, while reading several
articles on the 1988 Yellowstone fire in research for this reference, what began to gel was how
little the forest was bothered by the fire.Yellowstone, a year after the 1988 fire. Wildflowers



abound.Plants regrew in days after smoldering stopped. Due to the quick rebound, no reseeding
was done. The National Park Service and the American Institute of Biological Sciences
determined that less than 1% of the large wildlife population–elk, mule deer, moose, bears and
bison–died as a result of 36% of Yellowstone burning over two months.Observers commented
that the roots of most plants were just fine and shot up new shoots in days. Fewer than 1% of
soils were heated enough to burn below-ground roots and seeds. The charred ash became a
wonderful fertilizer. Aspens and other trees that had been squeezed out by the prevalent
lodgepole pines took root and flourished. Elk love eating young Aspens, so they are faring better
than they were before the fire. Thank goodness the fire saved the park.This illustrates that if
nature had 150 or 200 year cycles it could mean what we know about a species isn’t the whole
story. A species could well change its tune–develop a tolerance for a new food, switch from
diurnal to nocturnal, go from sleeping on a branch to sleeping in a tree crevice–simply due to
where their forest was in the cycle. As a habitat goes through cycles, it’s conceivable that some
species would eat things and do things they wouldn’t do fifty years ago when the forest was in
another stage.While our altruistic intentions are to save wildlife habitat, we are not changing our
behavior when we see species disappear. It’s a story repeated in hundreds of ‘nature preserves’
across the US. Creatures missing from quiet, moldy woods are dead from lack of food.Life: what
is it? An old oak tree will crash down in a storm, and several of its branches digging into the
ground will sprout new branches pointing straight up. Did the first tree die, or merely change in
mass? If the ‘center’ of life moves from a larger area to a smaller one, is that a continuance of the
original organism, or can it be declared definitively that the old tree died and these are brand
new trees? If a bacterium splits into two via binary fission and instantly after the split one is
eaten, can the original bacterium be said to still be alive, albeit in only one of the halves? From
the point of view of ‘life’ there is no death until every last one dies. There is only handing off from
bigger to smaller, from an older body to a new body. Even if there are huge species die-offs, as
have happened in the distant past, whatever survives–doesn’t matter what–will begin changing
to fill the ecological niches now emptied.Leaf-eaters will become predators, swimmers will walk
on land, land creatures will return to the sea, short plants will become tall plants, burrowing
critters will climb trees. In ten million years the mix will be different but fill the same niches with
the same behaviors as the died-off species. The teeth, the feet, and even the internal organs will
slowly become a match to a VS that held that niche in that climate at some other time or on
some other continent. The heads of a deer and a kangaroo are almost identical because they
eat the same type of food. The jarring difference in how they chose to outrace their predators
emphasizes how originating from two very different ancestors could lead to identical creatures,
but not always. The features unrelated to eating could remain as they were, or adapt to subtle
differences in terrain in a genetically easier way.When a niche is available, nature doesn’t know
or care what’s done on other continents. The niche filled by birds in one place is filled by bats in
another, by marsupials in one with mammals in another, by insects in one with hummingbirds in
another. The relevant body parts’ color, size and shape changes to fit the task, becoming



stunningly similar. Only when the other parts still vary do we find it a novelty. The niche filled by
ducks on other continents is filled by the platypus in Australia. It has a bill that looks and
functions like a mallard duck’s because its food and method of securing it, by mouthing the mud
of lakes and streams, is almost identical to that of some ducks.The majority of Australia’s
marsupials are so identical to placental mammals that it was long assumed the pouches alone
were the adaptation to that continent. The reality is that marsupials and mammals diverged over
125 million years ago. In the process of filling the same niches, those adapting animals
developed the same feet, teeth, hair, ears, size and shape as their other-hemisphere
counterparts.How can the identical survival waltz be created from scratch by different means on
different instruments on different continents? The enormity of it seems impossible. Yet viewed
another way, creating an entirely different waltz is what would be improbable.Duckbilled
Platypus. As a swimming, shore-living creature it shares fur and feet with the otter and beaver;
exactly like the duck, the bill is used to work the mud near the shores of lakes and streams for
insects, eggs, and hiding small water creatures.The Australian marsupial Thylacine, a.k.a.
Tasmanian Tiger. It and African dingos look similar because they fill the same niche. It was called
‘tiger’ because it had striped fur. This marsupial is much more closely related to the mole in the
next photo than to any placental wolf or dog.Marsupial mole of AustraliaGolden mole of South
Africa (mammal)Marsupial mole physiology is stunningly similar to that of mammal moles, even
though their ancestors diverged longer ago than ours diverged from the giraffe and the house
cat.
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Tom Texas, “The sentence structures used in the first chapters of this book make it difficult to
read.. Some of the author's sentences are structured in an unusual way. They may be
grammatically correct they don’t roll off the tongue. Or should I say the grammar of the
sentences in this book is awkward and roll not of the tongue quite easily. I haven’t really
encountered this before. It does take some of the enjoyment out of reading and it takes longer to
read than it should.The book is really about the authors musings about how evolution might
work. It is interesting and there is good food for thought. How humans actually became intelligent
is just one part of the book so don't expect a full book on that. If you are looking for some though
provoking material on human evolution this is a good book for you.”

BBMc, “Informative and funny.. Author discusses ancient to modern anthropology in a refreshing
way. There is no evidence given to support her views other than common sense and a belief in
her opinions. Sometimes, I agreed, other times I didn’t. You decide for yourself.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Study the First Half; Read the Rest. The first half of the book contaIns a
long of "good for thought" about how life in Earth developed, and why it did the way it has. The
prose contains some very insightful thoughts and analysis . The rest is interesting, but not really
necessary to the main purpose. Makes you want to study more deeply as well as debunk many
beliefs that do not ring true for me and probably for you too.”

Evan L. Anderson, “A common sense look at Homo Sapiens. This book summarizes some of the
current understanding of human evolution in a lively style. Hartwig applies common sense and
doesn't hesitate to debunk popular views. For example, she argues that humans were water-
oriented and ate fish long before hunting large land animals. Her explanations of forward-
changing and backward-reactive evolutionary mechanisms are well done. She covers some
important implications for the future of the human race. The book has a modest bibliography,
and very few citations are made to back up its assertions. Hartwig throws in some off-topic
material, such as a rant about the uselessness of weather forecasters. She occasionally makes
unsubstantiated assertions about human behavior. All in all, I think the book will appeal to many
readers who don't like typical scientific and adademic styles but like to ponder the big questions
about our species.”

Richard Swisher, “It will get you thinking along some new pathways.. Delightful book. Full of
thoughtful perspectives on the evolution of us. I suspect she is correct on most counts. It will get
you thinking in some new ways. I couldn't recommend it more. BTW I am a retired industrial
physicist having fun catching up in the softer sciences.”

Marcella Heck, “good price, excellent condition, timely arrival. I love the historical scope of this



book, from prehistoric to present day perspectives on life.”

Paulo Haro, “As importante as The Selfish Gene. Excellent book Very bright and enlightning.”

The book by Lynnette Hartwig has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 41 people have provided feedback.
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